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Dear enthusiast,

Welcome to the wonderful world you’re about 
to enter into, where we share a passion 

for beautifully designed, well crafted, and sleek 
looking watches. 
Our goal is to produce watches that fit perfectly 
for every occasion, from a very formal event to 
casually hanging out with friends. We hope you 
will enjoy your watch as much as we enjoyed 
creating these small pieces of art. 
Our watches come with an ingenious 
interchangeable strap system that allows you to 
quickly change your strap to fit perfectly within 
every occasion or mood. 

We would like to thank you for supporting our 
vision and becoming part of this wonderful 
community of people wearing a Sion watch.



Setting date and time

Setting date

        pull the crown to position I (if the   
        watch has a date)
        turn the crown anticlockwise
        
        

Setting time

        pull the crown to position 2
        turn the crown clockwise till the hour  
        and minutes are set
        push the crown back

once set, push the crown back
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Changing leather strap

Release leather strap

        turn the watch upside down
        pull the small knob on top of the leather 
        strap
        pull gently
        repeat for the other part

Attach leather strap

        turn the watch upside down
        put the left side of the strap in position
        pull the small knob
        put the right side in position
        repeat for the other part



Changing NATO strap

        turn the watch upside down
        attach the spring bars (2) to the watch 
        (these spring bars can be easily attached 
        by first attaching one side and then  
        attaching the other side)
        take the longest part of the NATO strap, 
        stick it through the spring bars and the 
        watch
        

spring bars

attach the long part to the shorter part   
by sticking the long part through the 
ring



Watch maintenance

While Sion watches are developed to have 
a long durability, sun, dust, detergents, 
perspiration, perfumes, cosmetics, and water 
affect your watch.
To minimalize the effect of wear and tear, we 
suggest you to regularly wipe off your watch to 
remove dust, dirt, moisture and perspiration. 
Sion watches are water resistant up to 5 ATM, 
however, we suggest you not to go swimming 
or putting your watch under water, as this 
might especially negatively affect your strap.



Strap maintenance

Our leather straps are made of precious 
genuine leather. These straps should be 
handled with care. The leather straps can be 
cleaned with leather care products. 
We suggest trying these products on a small 
invisible part, to make sure there is no adverse 
reaction of the leather strap. 
Leather is a natural product, therefore small 
cracks can appear and colour can slightly 
change over time. This is a normal reaction 
and creates a look that fits with your Sion 
Watch. 
The NATO straps can be cleaned with a 
soft sponge, some water, and if necessary a 
detergent that does not contain any strong 
chemicals.



Changing battery

The battery will last for a long time, 
approximately 2 to 3 years. If your watch is 
running out of battery, let it be replaced by a 
professional. 
Please ask to check the water resistance, to 
keep the warranty.



Warranty

Every watch comes with a 24 months warranty 
from the date of purchase for defects that 
should not occur.
Normal wear and tear of the watch will 
not be covered by this warranty. For more 
information regarding the warranty, we refer 
to our website, www.sionwatches.com
If you bought your Sion watch in a shop, 
please keep your purchase ticket as proof of 
purchase date.
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